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QUESTION 1

Compared with SCSI protocol in the actual application, which belongs to the advantage of the iSCSI? (Select three
Answers) 

A. the cost is low 

B. make full use of TCP/IP network 

C. need parallel transmission cables 

D. long transmission distance 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 2

With AIX system, what command is to check whether the disk can identify normally? (Select 2 Answers) 

A. lspv 

B. format 

C. fdisk 

D. lsdev -Cc disk 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

For AA model storage controller, STMS in solaris OS can realize Failback function. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following opinions about storage system boot failure or abnormal problem diagnosis are correct? 

A. After the system is powered on, the control box is not normal boot within 1s minutes (system status indicator has
been flashing orange), you can preliminarily determine the system fail to power on. 

B. When storage system is powered on, ISM cannot login successfully, you can determine the system boot failurE. 

C. After the storage is powered on, the controller indicator light is red, you can determine the system boot failure 
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D. After the system is powered on, login MML and executive sys status to check the system status. If the status of
System Running Status is flash cache, you can determine the system boot failurE. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following statements of virtual snapshot of storage array is correct? 

A. the snapshot LUN is virtual LUN 

B. snapshot rollback once cannot be used again 

C. the snapshot is effective after creation 

D. snapshot support across the array 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

About the iSCSI protocol, which description of the following are right? (Select three Answers) 

A. iSCSI is based on IP protocol proposed by Microsoft technical standards 

B. iSCSI support users through its access IP SAN storage network 

C. iSCSI essence is SCSI commands and data transmission in IP frame format 

D. iSCSI protocol based on SCSI and TCP/IP 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 7

which level that MSCS cluster software reliability guarantee can belong to ? 

A. network layer 

B. operating system layer 

C. hardware driver layer 

D. file system layer 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8
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ISCSI is based on TCP/IP protocol, the default service port is? 

A. 326O 

B. 8O88 

C. 8443 

D. 32O6 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

The method of check initiator node name under solaris system: 

A. cat /etc/iscsi/initi tornamE. iscsi 

B. iscsiadm -m node 

C. iscsiadm list initi tor-node 

D. cfgadm 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

In the treatment of SAN storage system RAID failure, will often set the hot plate of system for free disk, mainly to avoid
the system automatically start refactoring. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

When Snapshot rolled back, the source LUN must map to the host to use it. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12
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What are the main functions of UltraPath multipath software? (Select 3 Answers) 

A. if there is no multipath software, it will not be able to configure the cluster 

B. failover 

C. the load balancing 

D. failback 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 13

Remote copy link between array according to transport protocol is divided into which several? (Select three Answers) 

A. parallel link 

B. cross link 

C. FC link 

D. iSCSI link 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 14

A set of S5500 write policy set to write-back, after a controller lapsed, LUN\\'s write strategies will translate into through. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

Which of the following operation process of virtual snapshot about storage array is correct? 

A. create virtual snapshot - > create resource pool - > activate virtual snapshot - > virtual snapshot rolled back 

B. create virtual snapshot - > activate virtual snapshot - > create resource pool - > virtual snapshot rolled back 

C. create resource pool - > create virtual snapshot - > activate snapshot snapshot - > virtual snapshot rolled back 

D. None of the above is correct 

Correct Answer: C 
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